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Abstract

Matching logic is a uniform logical foundation for $K$, which is a language semantics framework with the philosophy that all tooling around a language should be automatically generated from a single, rigorous definition of its formal semantics. In practice, $K$ has been widely used to define the formal semantics of many real-world languages and to generate their execution and verification tools. However, there lacks a generic theorem prover that connects $K$ with its logical foundation—matching logic. In this paper, we present $ITP_{ML}$, which is the first interactive theorem prover for matching logic. The main advantage of $ITP_{ML}$ is its ability to generate machine-checkable proof objects as certificates that witness the correctness of its formal reasoning. $ITP_{ML}$ is built on top of Metamath, a language to define formal systems, which allows it to have a small trust base of only 250 lines of code. $ITP_{ML}$ supports both backward and forward proofs, allows users to dynamically add intermediate lemmas, and features automated proof tactics for common utilities such as reasoning about notations and proving propositional tautologies.

1 Introduction

The $K$ framework (https://kframework.org) is a language semantics framework that allows one to define the formal operational semantics of a programming language, from which various language tools, such as parsers, interpreters, deductive verifiers, symbolic execution engines, and model checkers, are automatically generated by $K$. $K$ has been successfully applied to define the formal semantics of many real-world languages such as C [10], EVM [13], x86-64 [8], Java [2], JavaScript [22], and Python [11].

In addition to its practical application, there is active research that studies the theoretical aspects of $K$. In [23, 6], the authors propose matching logic as the logical foundation of $K$, in the sense that (1) all language definitions in $K$ become matching logic axioms and theories; and (2) all language tools generated by $K$ can be specified using matching logic formulas and their correctness can be witnessed by matching logic proofs. Therefore, matching logic is a uniform logic to specify and reason about programs and their dynamic properties in $K$. 
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Unfortunately, the current implementation of \( K \) has not been fully verified using matching logic, due to its complexity. In our recent work \([1, 16]\), we take a step towards filling this gap by generating machine-checkable proof objects to certify the correctness of program execution and verification in \( K \).

This motivates the development of an interactive theorem prover, since we need to formalize matching logic and \( K \) in a system with a small trust base and, at the same time, enough automation for proving important matching logic theorems on which the correctness of \( K \) relies. Existing mature interactive theorem provers such as Coq \([15]\) and Isabelle \([28]\) are more than adequate to formalize matching logic, but they both have large trust bases. Therefore, we turn to Metamath \([20]\), which is a minimalistic language to define formal systems, and we build our interactive theorem prover on top of Metamath by providing higher level reasoning tactics for matching logic, while generating proof objects in Metamath to significantly reduce our trust base.

Thus, the main contribution of this paper is an interactive theorem prover \( \text{ITP}_{\text{ML}} \) that makes it possible to carry out arbitrary matching logic reasoning and generate machine-checkable proof objects as correctness certificates. As the first interactive theorem prover for matching logic, \( \text{ITP}_{\text{ML}} \) has greatly helped in the research work \([1, 16]\), in which more than 600 matching logic theorems are proved using \( \text{ITP}_{\text{ML}} \). \( \text{ITP}_{\text{ML}} \) supports proof tactics for:

- Backward and forward reasoning (Section 3.2),
- Dynamically adding claims during a proof (Section 3.2),
- Transparent handling of user-defined notations (Section 3.4), and
- Automated reasoning of propositional tautologies (Section 3.5).

For all these features, one does not need to trust the implementation of \( \text{ITP}_{\text{ML}} \), and the only trust base is a 250-line formalization/encoding of matching logic in Metamath \([14]\).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce matching logic and its formalization/encoding in Metamath, which is the basis of our \( \text{ITP}_{\text{ML}} \). In Section 3, we present \( \text{ITP}_{\text{ML}} \) in detail. We discuss its main proof tactics and explain how to generate proof objects for the tactics. In Section 4, we conclude the paper with related work and future directions.

## 2 Matching Logic

In this section we give a brief introduction to matching logic \([20, 23, 1]\) which our interactive theorem prover \( \text{ITP}_{\text{ML}} \) is based on. As a logic, matching logic can be seen as an extension to both first-order logic (FOL) and modal \( \mu \)-calculus \([13]\):

- It extends FOL with fixpoint operators and interprets each term/formula uniformly as a set of elements that match it. As such, there is no distinction between terms and formulas, which we uniformly call patterns (Definition 1).
- It can also be seen as a first-order extension of the modal \( \mu \)-calculus, allowing us to express temporal properties which are useful in program verification.

These two components collectively give rise to a logic that is suitable for reasoning about programs. The FOL fragment allows us to describe complex properties statically, while the modal \( \mu \)-calculus fragment allows us to reason about dynamic/temporal properties for program execution and verification. Matching logic is therefore developed as a logical foundation of the \( K \) framework.

In Section 2.1, we review the syntax of matching logic. In Section 2.2, we show the Hilbert-style proof system of matching logic and our formalization of it in Metamath, which our \( \text{ITP}_{\text{ML}} \) is based on.
2.1 Matching Logic Syntax

We introduce the syntax of matching logic, following [23, 6, 8]. We fix two disjoint sets of variable EV and SV. We use $x, y, \ldots$ to range over EV, called the element variables; and we use $X, Y, \ldots$ to range over SV, called the set variables. The syntax of matching logic is parametric in a signature $\Sigma$, whose elements are called symbols denoted $\sigma$. Matching logic formulas, called patterns, are formally defined as follows:

**Definition 1.** For a signature $\Sigma$, a (matching logic) $\Sigma$-pattern $\varphi$ is inductively defined by the following grammar:

$$\varphi ::= x | X | \sigma | \varphi_1 \varphi_2 | \bot | \varphi_1 \rightarrow \varphi_2 | \exists x. \varphi | \mu X. \varphi$$

where in $\mu X. \varphi$ we require $\varphi$ to be positive in $X$, that is, the occurrences of $X$ in $\varphi$ are nested in the left-hand side of implications in an even number of times.

Here the pattern $\varphi_1 \varphi_2$ denotes the application, where $\varphi_1$ is applied to $\varphi_2$. So matching logic is an unsorted logic whose formulas (patterns) are built from variables, symbols, FOL constructs $\bot, \rightarrow, \exists$, a binary application operator, and a least fixpoint construct $\mu$.

As usual, we use $\text{FV}(\varphi) \subseteq \text{EV} \cup \text{SV}$ to denote the set of free variables in $\varphi$, and $\varphi[\psi/x]$ and $\varphi[\psi/X]$ to denote capture-free substitution, where $\alpha$-renaming happens implicitly to prevent variable capture. We define the following common constructs as derived constructs, i.e., notations, in the usual way:

$$\neg \varphi \equiv \varphi \rightarrow \bot \quad \top \equiv \neg \bot \quad \varphi_1 \land \varphi_2 \equiv \neg (\neg \varphi_1 \lor \neg \varphi_2)$$
$$\forall x. \varphi \equiv \neg \exists x. \neg \varphi \quad \nu X. \varphi \equiv \neg \mu X. \neg \varphi[\neg X/X]$$

Informally, the semantics of matching logic interprets each pattern as a set of element that matches it, and the logical connectives have semantics similar to set operations. For example, if we fix some domain $M$, if some element $a \in M$ matches patterns $\varphi$ and $\psi$, then $a$ matches $\varphi \land \psi$; if $a$ matches $\varphi[b/x]$ for all $b \in M$, then $a$ matches $\forall x. \varphi$. That is, $\land$ is interpreted as binary set intersection and $\forall$ is interpreted as intersection over the entire domain.

**Definition 2.** Let $\Sigma$ be a signature. A (matching logic) $\Sigma$-theory $\Gamma$ is a set of $\Sigma$-patterns called axioms.

As discussed in the introduction of this section, matching logic is the logical foundation of $\mathbb{K}$. More concretely, a $\mathbb{K}$ definition of a programming language $L$ is translated into a signature $\Sigma^L$ and a matching logic theory $\Gamma^L$. $\Gamma^L$ would contain axioms that describe both the syntax and semantics of the language $L$, which allow us to formally reason about statements involving properties of the language or a specific program.

2.2 Matching Logic Proof System and its Formalization

Matching logic has a Hilbert-style proof system, of which we show two important fragments in Figure 4 and refer reader to [8] for the full system. The two fragments shown in Figure 4 are FOL reasoning rules providing complete FOL reasoning and fixpoint reasoning similar to that of modal $\mu$-calculus [13].

Consequently, we have the following notion of provability:

**Definition 3.** We say $\varphi$ is provable from $\Sigma$, denoted $\Sigma \vdash \varphi$, if there exists a Hilbert-style proof of $\varphi$ using the axioms and inference rules in the proof system of [8], and formulas in $\Sigma$.

2.2.1 A Formalization in Metamath.

In previous work [3], we formalized the syntax and proof system of matching logic as presented above. Our formalization is encoded in Metamath [20], which is a minimalistic language to specify formal systems and proofs in them in a machine-checkable fashion. The most influential use of Metamath is the formalization
of the ZFC set theory \cite{ZFC}, from which more than 23,000 complete mathematical proofs have been worked out in full detail.

Our interactive theorem prover ITP\_ML is built on top of this formalization as a tool to help generating proofs in Metamath format. Therefore, we introduce basic notations in Metamath and give an overview of our matching logic formalization.

In essence, Metamath provides bare-bones mechanisms for a user to define a formal system using axioms and inference rules. This usually starts with defining the well-formedness of its formulas/term, and then a proof system.

For instance, in the case of matching logic \cite{matching_logic}, the (Modus Ponens) rule is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mp.0} & \quad e \vdash (\phi_0 \rightarrow \phi_1) \\
\text{mp.1} & \quad e \vdash \phi_0 \\
\text{mp} & \quad e \vdash \phi_1 
\end{align*}
\]

which in common notation corresponds to the inference rule

\[
\begin{prooftree}
\vdash (\phi_0 \rightarrow \phi_1) \quad \vdash \phi_0 \\
\vdash \phi_1
\end{prooftree}
\quad (\text{mp})
\]

Here we use \(\vdash\) to denote the provability relation in the proof system in Figure 1, and \(\rightarrow\) to denote implication. The first two statements starting with mp.0 and mp.1 are essential statements (\$e\$) that act as hypotheses, and the third axiomatic statement (\$a\$) states an axiom with the given hypotheses. The parentheses \$(\$ and \$\$) indicate the scope of the hypotheses.

Once the axioms are declared, one can write down a provable statement (which can also have hypotheses). For example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{imp-refl} & \quad e \vdash (\phi_0 \rightarrow \phi_0) \\
\text{imp-refl} & \quad e \vdash \phi_0 \rightarrow \phi_0
\end{align*}
\]

which says that \(\phi_0 \rightarrow \phi_0\) is provable for any pattern \(\phi_0\). A proof of this statement would simply be an encoding of a proof tree with the conclusion \(\vdash \phi_0 \rightarrow \phi_0\), using any previously declared axioms and/or provable statements.

Besides \(\vdash\), we also defined other metalevel relations in our formalization in order to describe the proof system. One of the important relations is \#Notation, which axiomatizes the usual concept of denoting one logical connective using others. \#Notation is an equivalence relation, that is,
It is also congruent with respect to the syntax of patterns and other metalevel relations. To rephrase some of the notations defined in Section 2.1, we have

\[
\text{not} \ a \ #\text{Notation} ( \not ph0 ) ( \imp ph0 \bot ) . \ ( \bot \text{ denotes } \bot ) \\
\text{or } a \ #\text{Notation} ( \or ph0 ph1 ) ( \imp ( \not ph0 ) ph1 ) . \\
\text{and } a \ #\text{Notation} ( \and ph0 ph1 ) ( \not ( \or ( \not ph0 ) ( \not ph1 ) ) ) .
\]

One problem now is that even though these axioms make sense, using them in practice would still require us to go through all the definitions and axioms to produce a “proof for notations”. This is where our interactive theorem prover ITP$_{ML}$ comes in. ITP$_{ML}$ is equipped with proof automation specialized to our formalization of matching logic, and in ITP$_{ML}$, notations are transparent to users (Section 3.4). These small pieces of proof automation allow us to focus on higher level ideas of a proof.

3 Interactive Theorem Prover for Matching Logic: ITP$_{ML}$

In this section, we introduce the design and implementation of our interactive theorem prover ITP$_{ML}$. ITP$_{ML}$ allows users to carry out arbitrary matching logic reasoning within any (user-provided) axioms and/or theories. A user can define any matching logic theory in ITP$_{ML}$, from which theorems can be proved. ITP$_{ML}$ provides a human-readable tactic language (see Section 3.2) with proof tactics that support both backward and forward proof styles.

ITP$_{ML}$ also provides automated proof tactics that are specific to matching logic and its formalization, such as those for reasoning about notations and propositional tautologies. All tactics are trustworthy because ITP$_{ML}$ generate proof objects for them that are directly checkable by the Metamath proof checkers (see Section 3.3). Therefore, our ITP$_{ML}$ has a very small trust base, namely the matching logic formalization itself (about 250 LOC in Metamath) [14].

In the following, we first give an example of using ITP$_{ML}$ in Section 3.1. We define the proof state and basic tactics in more detail in Section 3.2. Then we describe how ITP$_{ML}$ generates a Metamath-compatible proof in Section 3.3. Finally, we discuss our automated tactics for notations and propositional tautologies in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5.

3.1 An Example: Propositional Reasoning

As a simple example, we use ITP$_{ML}$ to show how to prove that “if-and-only-if” $\leftrightarrow$ is symmetric, that is,

\[
\text{iff-sym.0 } e \ |- \ ( \iff ph0 ph1 ) . \\
\text{iff-sym } p \ |- \ ( \iff ph1 ph0 ) .
\]

where ? is a placeholder for the proof. Although being simple, it illustrates some core features of ITP$_{ML}$: backward reasoning and forward reasoning using apply and from tactics (Section 3.2), and automated reasoning of notations (Section 3.4). More complex proofs and proof tactics work in a similar way.

We load this theorem into ITP$_{ML}$. The initial proof state is shown below:

\[
\text{hypotheses:} \\
\text{iff-sym.0 } e \ |- \ ( \iff ph0 ph1 ) . \\
\text{goal(s):} \\
\text{? } |- \ ( \iff ph1 ph0 ) .
\]
which says that we are given a hypothesis \( |- ( \iff \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \), and our current goal is \( |- ( \iff \text{ph1} \text{ph0} ) \).

To ease our presentation, let us assume that the following theorems have been proved and added to the underlying theory. These theorems are essentially the natural deduction rules for \( \land \).

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{and-intro.0} \quad \text{se} \mid- \text{ph0} \cdot \\
& \text{and-intro.1} \quad \text{se} \mid- \text{ph1} \cdot \\
& \text{and-intro} \quad \text{p} \mid- ( \land \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \quad \text{(proof omitted)} \\
& \text{and-elim-left.0} \quad \text{se} \mid- ( \land \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \cdot \\
& \text{and-elim-left} \quad \text{p} \mid- \text{ph0} \quad \text{(proof omitted)} \\
& \text{and-elim-right.0} \quad \text{se} \mid- ( \land \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \cdot \\
& \text{and-elim-right} \quad \text{p} \mid- \text{ph1} \quad \text{(proof omitted)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Given the above theorems, we can prove the goal as follows. First, recall that \( \leftrightarrow \) is defined as a notation:

\[
\text{a} \ \#\text{Notation} \ ( \iff \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \ ( \land ( \imp \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) ( \imp \text{ph1} \text{ph0} ) ) \cdot 
\]

Since \( \text{ITP}_\text{ML} \) unifies patterns modulo the relation defined by \#\text{Notation} (see Section 3.4), we can directly apply \text{and-intro} to our proof goal:

\[
\text{goal(s)}: \\
\text{a} |- ( \iff \text{ph1} \text{ph0} ) \\
\]

\[
> \text{apply} \text{ and-intro}
\]

\[
\text{goal(s)}: \\
\text{a} |- ( \imp \text{ph1} \text{ph0} ) \\
\text{a} |- ( \imp \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \\
\]

Then to eliminate the conjunction in the hypotheses, we can use the \text{from} tactic and the elimination rule \text{and-elim-right}:

\[
\text{hypotheses:} \\
\text{iff-sym.0} \text{se} |- ( \iff \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \\
\text{goal(s)}: \\
\text{a} |- ( \imp \text{ph1} \text{ph0} ) \\
\text{a} |- ( \imp \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \\
\]

\[
> \text{from} \text{iff-sym.0, and-elim-right}
\]

\[
\text{hypotheses:} \\
\text{iff-sym.0} \text{se} |- ( \iff \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \\
\text{hyp-0} \text{se} |- ( \imp \text{ph1} \text{ph0} ) \quad \text{(new hypothesis added here)} \\
\text{goal(s)}: \\
\text{a} |- ( \imp \text{ph1} \text{ph0} ) \\
\text{a} |- ( \imp \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \\
\]

which applies \text{and-elim-right} to the hypothesis \text{iff-sym.0} and obtains a derived hypothesis \text{hyp-0}. Then the first goal can be resolved by \text{hyp-0}:

\[
\text{hypotheses:} \\
\text{iff-sym.0} \text{se} |- ( \iff \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \\
\text{hyp-0} \text{se} |- ( \imp \text{ph1} \text{ph0} ) \\
\text{goal(s)}: \\
\text{a} |- ( \imp \text{ph1} \text{ph0} ) \\
\text{a} |- ( \imp \text{ph0} \text{ph1} ) \\
\]
The other direction can be resolved in a similar way:

hypotheses:
  iff-sym.0 $e |- (iff ph0 ph1)$.
  hyp-0 $e |- (imp ph1 ph0)$.

goal(s):
  $? |- (imp ph0 ph1)$.

> from iff-sym.0, and-elim-left
...
> apply hyp-1

no goals left!

In the end, ITP_{ML} can generate a Metamath-verifiable proof:

> proof
  $p |- (iff ph1 ph0)$ = ph1-is-pattern ph0-is-pattern $(... omitted)$.

3.2 Proof State and Basic Tactics

The main interface of ITP_{ML} is a read-eval-print loop (REPL) that maintains a proof state, and accepts user-input tactics to transform the proof state, until all goals have been resolved.

To define the proof state, we introduce some notations first. We use $S$ to denote the set of matching logic judgments, including provability judgments $|- ...$ and notation judgments #Notation ... (as defined in Section 2.2.1). Each $s \in S$ can contain metavariables from an infinite set $V$. We use $T$ to denote the set of theorems and axioms, each in the form of an inference rule. For $\tau \in T$, we use $Premises(\tau) \in S^*$ to denote the list of premises of $\tau$ and $Conclusion(\tau) \in S$ to denote the conclusion of $\tau$.

A partial proof tree $\pi$ is inductively defined by the following grammar:

$$
\pi ::= proof(\tau, s, \ldots, \pi_{\{Premises(\tau)\}}) \mid unresolved(s)
$$

which is essentially a more compact notation for inference rules. $\pi$ is called a (complete) proof tree if it does not contain any unresolved node. We denote the set of partial proof trees $\overline{\mathcal{P}}$ and the set of complete proof trees $\mathcal{P}$. We also define $Conclusion(\pi) \in S$ to be

$$
Conclusion(proof(\tau, s, \ldots)) = s \quad Conclusion(unresolved(s)) = s
$$

A proof state is a triple $(H : L \rightarrow \overline{\mathcal{P}}, \pi \in \mathcal{P}, \gamma \in S^*)$, where

- $H$ is a finite map from some label set $L$ to complete proof trees, representing the set of (labeled) hypotheses.
- $\pi$ is a partial proof tree for the initial judgement that we are trying to prove;
- $\gamma$ is a list of judgements unresolved in $\pi$, which we call goals.
A tactic is simply a partial function that maps a proof state to another (or fails). To provide flexibility, ITP_{ML} supports both forward and backward proofs, and allows users to dynamically add intermediate lemmas during a proof. In this section, we discuss the related proof tactics:

- The apply proof tactic applies an axiom or theorem to the current proof goal and reduces it into subgoals. This accomplishes backward proofs.
- The from proof tactic applies an axiom or theorem to the hypotheses and obtain a new hypothesis. This accomplishes forward proofs.
- The claim proof tactic allows one to start a proof anywhere in between.

In the following, we discuss these tactics in more detail. For each of them, we assume the current proof state to be \((H, \tau, \gamma)\) with \(\gamma\) nonempty.

### 3.2.1 The apply tactic.

This tactic applies a theorem, axiom, or hypothesis to a goal. Suppose we have the following matching logic theorem or axiom \(\tau\), with \(\text{Premises}(\tau) = (s_1, \ldots, s_n)\) and \(\text{Conclusion}(\tau) = s\):

\[
\begin{align*}
  & (s \ e s_1 \ . \ . \ . \ e s_n \ .
  \tau \ s \ p \ s \ . \ s) 
\end{align*}
\]

apply \(\tau\) does the following:

- Replace each metavariable in \(s, s_1, \ldots, s_n\) with a fresh metavariable in \(\mathcal{V}\).
- Unify \(s\) with \(\gamma_1\) to get a substitution \(\sigma\).
- Replace unresolved \((\gamma_1)\) in \(\pi\) by
  \[
  \text{proof}(\tau, s[\sigma], \text{unresolved}(s_1[\sigma]), \ldots, \text{unresolved}(s_n[\sigma]))
  \]
  and get a new proof tree \(\pi'\).
- Return \((H, \pi'[\sigma], (s_1[\sigma], \ldots, s_n[\sigma], \gamma_2, \ldots, \gamma_m))\), where \(\pi'[\sigma]\) means applying \(\sigma\) to all judgements in \(\pi'\).

For hypotheses, if apply \(l\) is used with \(H(l) \in \mathcal{P}\) defined, we first unify \(\text{Conclusion}(H(l))\) with \(\gamma_1\) to get a substitution \(\sigma\). We then replace \text{unresolved}(\gamma_1) in \(\pi\) with the hypothesis \(H(l)[\sigma]\).

The unification algorithm we use is a modified version of the usual first-order unification algorithm by Martelli Montanari [17] that also considers the syntactical differences through the \#Notation relation, which is detailed in Section 3.4.

### 3.2.2 The from tactic.

As a dual to apply, the from tactic applies a theorem/axiom to hypotheses instead of a goal, which allows a forward style of reasoning. The usage of from is

\[
\text{from } l_1, \ldots, l_n, \tau
\]

where \(l_1, \ldots, l_n\) are labels of hypotheses, and \(\tau\) is a theorem or axiom.

The from tactic would then unify \(\text{Conclusion}(H(l_i))\) with \(\text{Premises}(\tau)_i\) for each \(i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}\), assuming \(|\text{Premises}(\tau)| = n\). Let the resulting substitution be \(\sigma\). We construct a proof tree

\[
\pi' := \text{proof}(\tau, \text{Conclusion}(\tau)[\sigma], H(l_1)[\sigma], \ldots, H(l_n)[\sigma])
\]

and update \(H\) to \(H[l \mapsto \pi']\) for some fresh \(l \in \mathcal{L}\).
3.2.3 The claim tactic.

We often want to introduce intermediate results during a proof. This can be achieved by the claim tactic.

For example

```
goal(s):
  ...>
claim "|- ( \imp ph0 ph0 )"  
goal(s):
[claim-0] $ ? |- ( \imp ph0 ph0 ) $.
...```

which will add a new goal |- ( \imp ph0 ph0 ). The label claim-0 then can be used as a theorem in the rest of the proof, and the new goal(s) can be proven in any order as long as there is no circular dependency between claims and the main judgement to be proved.

3.2.4 Tactic combinators.

Besides normal tactics, ITP\textsubscript{ML} also supports combining tactics through tactic combinators:

- \( t^* \) applies \( t \) zero or more times until it fails.
- \( t^+ \) applies \( t \) one or more times until it fails.
- \( t|t' \) applies \( t \), and if it fails, applies \( t' \).
- \( t;t' \) applies \( t \) and \( t' \) in sequence.

3.3 Metamath Proof Generation

When a complete proof tree is constructed, ITP\textsubscript{ML} generates a proof object that can be directly checked by a Metamath proof checker. The trustworthiness of ITP\textsubscript{ML} and its proof tactics is thus established by the generation of machine-checkable proof objects. The proof trees constructed by ITP\textsubscript{ML} are already close to the formal proofs in Metamath, but there are still some gaps, which we briefly explain in this section.

Firstly, each theorem/axiom \( \tau \) in Metamath has an implicit list of hypotheses on the well-formedness the metavariables in \( \tau \). ITP\textsubscript{ML} automatically generates these well-formedness proofs according to the syntax of patterns (Definition 1).

Secondly, when applying theorems/axioms, ITP\textsubscript{ML} conducts unification modulo notations, defined using \#Notation (explained shortly in Section 3.4). However, Metamath proof checking conducts syntactic unification that requires syntactic equality. Therefore, we need to close the gap by automatically generating the proofs for notations, which we discuss in detail in Section 3.4.

For example, the proof tree generated Section 3.1 has the following form:

```
proof(and-intro, |- ( \and ( \imp ph0 ph1 ) ( \imp ph1 ph0 ) ),...)
```

whereas the original proof goal is |- ( \iff ph0 ph1 ). When this proof is converted into a proof object in Metamath, we need to insert an additional proof for the notation \( \varphi_0 \leftrightarrow \varphi_1 \):

```
|- ( \and ( \imp ph0 ph1 ) ( \imp ph1 ph0 ) )
    |- ( \iff ph0 ph1 )
```

With the generation of the (additional) well-formedness proofs and notation proofs, we can encode any ITP\textsubscript{ML} proof tree into a Metamath proof object, by simply outputting the labels of the theorems/axioms in the tree in post-order.
3.4 Derived Notations.

Recall that in Section 2.2.1, notations are formally captured by a congruence relation \#Notation over the syntax of patterns and other metalevel relations. In Metamath, we would need to explicitly provide a proof of notation, which can be a tedious task. ITP\textsubscript{ML} reduces this work by operating on equivalence classes of patterns modulo the \#Notation relation.

For instance, in Section 3.1, when the apply tactic is used, ITP\textsubscript{ML} can unify (\iff ph0 ph1) with (\and ph2 ph3). This is done by extending the usual first-order unification algorithm by Martelli and Montanari \cite{17} with an extra rule that unifies terms with different function symbols if they can be rewritten to have the same function symbol through \#Notation axioms.

Then during proof generation, we use a simple procedure to generate a Metamath proof that two patterns are syntactically equal modulo \#Notation. We treat all notation axioms as rewrite rules directed from left to right, then we rewrite both patterns to their canonical form consisting only of the base connectives (\&,\to,\exists,\mu). If their canonical forms are equal, we generate a notation proof based on the axioms applied to rewrite these two patterns.

3.5 Automated Propositional Reasoning.

Manually proving propositional tautologies can be a considerable amount of work. For instance, the formulation of ZFC set theory in Metamath contains over a thousand propositional theorems \cite{19}.

ITP\textsubscript{ML} has an automated tactic \texttt{tautology} that implements a complete procedure to generate proofs of propositional tautologies. The \texttt{tautology} tactic uses a refutation theorem proving method by using the resolution rule:

\[
\frac{\varphi_1 \lor \cdots \varphi_m \lor \psi}{\varphi_1 \lor \cdots \varphi_m \lor \varphi'_1 \lor \cdots \lor \varphi'_n} \quad \text{(Resolution)}
\]

where all formulas are literals (atomic propositions or negation of atomic propositions). The resolution rule is \textit{refutation complete} \cite{24}, that is, for a set of propositional formulas \(\Sigma\) clauses (disjunction of literals), if \(\Sigma \models \bot\) in the standard model, then \(\Sigma \vdash \bot\) using only the refutation rule.

We have manually proved a number of facts in Metamath that can be used to normalize every propositional pattern in matching logic to a CNF formula. Then the tactic will take a valid propositional pattern \(\varphi\) in matching logic, provably transform \(\varphi \rightarrow \bot\) to CNF, and use the resolution rule to prove \((\varphi \rightarrow \bot) \rightarrow \bot\), which implies \(\varphi\).

4 Related and Future Work

Research in interactive theorem proving has a long history. A class of mainstream interactive theorem provers uses the LCF approach \cite{23} to treat types as theorems and terms with the corresponding types as proofs. This includes theorem provers based on higher-order logic \cite{21}: Isabelle/HOL \cite{21}, HOL \cite{22}, HOL Light \cite{12}, and on various dependent type theories: Agda \cite{3}, NuPRL \cite{4}, Coq \cite{13}, Lean \cite{9}. Many of these theorem provers are highly mature and have a large library of theorems, so ITP\textsubscript{ML} is less helpful when it comes to formalizing mathematical theories in general. However, ITP\textsubscript{ML} is more geared towards an orthogonal direction of generating proof objects that can be used as witnesses of correctness for the \(\mathcal{K}\) framework. The proof object generation also gives ITP\textsubscript{ML} an arguably smaller trust base than some of the theorem provers above such as Coq, since the proof system of matching logic is much simpler than calculi of inductive constructions.

The reference implementation of Metamath also has a built-in proof assistant \cite{20}, but it is mainly designed for encoding a proof in Metamath rather than interacting with the user to find the proof. Hence the addition of ITP\textsubscript{ML} to Metamath, besides basic proving mechanisms, is a set of automated tactics specific to matching logic.
4.0.1 Future work.

In future work, we aim to continue improving the usability of ITP\textsubscript{ML} by adding more proof automation. This includes a potential generalization of the notation prover to all inductively defined relations. Furthermore, a quantifier free fragment of matching logic has been shown to be decidable through a tableau method. We hope to adapt this method to produce proof objects for its correctness. In the long term, we also plan to integrate ITP\textsubscript{ML} with other provers of $\mathcal{K}$ to produce a uniform platform to reason not only in matching logic, but in $\mathcal{K}$ directly.
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